Zane made his way to a city on his new home planet; Earth. Now being 21 years old and having a little brother Switch who he had to take care of he left the galactic traveling life and moved to a safe planet. He no longer does bounty hunting and is now working and living a normal life.  Tazz would convince him to move to Earth as it has plenty of chances at a better life and even other protogens! He buys a house and eventually settles down with his brother completely retiring from the combat and violence of his past life, though he does enjoy exploring everything this new world has to offer, the only issue is he only has one friend. He frequents a bar every night after work and knows a few other folks there but wouldn’t call them friends. He continues his life and one day meets someone at his job; a green and blue wolf. He’s looking at the swords on display at his job and Zane perfectly answers the wolf's questions much to the wolf’s surprise! They introduce themselves “My name is Wolfie, nice to meet you Zane, I actually make swords and the fact you know all that is impressive” the two would chat for a bit and decide to hang out after work to get to know each other. Zane does his work and thinks about his new friend, curious how this night will go. The time comes and he clocks out and makes his way to the place they decide to hang out which is a cool store full of weapons. “So Wolfie do you know what these are?” He holds a pair of tiger hook swords “What the heck are those things?” “Weapon pro huh? Well I got you beat there cause these are tiger hook swords and are super cool weapons ``''Well look at that you actually stumped me good job Zane”. The two end up talking more and become very close friends pretty quickly and make plans to meet again soon. The next time they meet Wolfie shows Zane some swords he made and Zane decides to confess something to his new friend. “Hey Wolfie I uh have something to tell you” “what is it Zane?” Zane explains his past and his work history and Wolfie was a bit surprised but super excited to now be friends with a galactic bounty hunter and former soldier! “Hey do you ever want me to make weapons for you, how about some daggers?” “Wow you’d do that for me?” “Ya of course it would be cool to make weapons for a galactic hero”. Wolfie would get to work on a pair of curved daggers who would become Zane’s sidearms in tandem with his blasters and would surprise him with them next time they met “Wow! These are awesome Wolfie I can’t wait to fight with these!” Zane decides to show Wolfie his primary weapon, his Gunblade, which blows his mind. Holy hell that’s Awesome! Says Wolfie, he asks if he can test it and Zane gets a very concerned look on his face. Zane: uhh sure go ahead bud Just don’t kill anyone please. Wolfie: I won’t! I’m not crazy! Zane: Ya I tell myself that too and I have killed people. 
Wolfie: oh… I won’t point it at people I’ve used a gun and a sword before, this just the two combined… 
He aims and shoots at a target and blows up the fence. 
Zane gives him the are you kidding me look, to which Wolfie responds with an awkward grin, 
And then they laugh as the neighbors scream profanity at them. Zane: wow Wolfie that was awesome hehe! 
Wolfie: I agree man! 
Zane: you know what, I miss being a bounty hunter. I think it’s time to go back to work hehe 
Wolfie: yay! Can I make your weapons? 
Zane: I’d love that! These daggers are great already, thanks for making them for me!
Wolfie: it’s no problem, I like making stuff and well making cool daggers for my new friend is awesome. 
Zane: I haven’t had many friends before, I’m glad we met
Wolfie: me too Zane!
Here we are a few years later Zane is married to his mate Frankly and has 3 sons Switch Trench and Dan, he’s a full time bounty hunter again and still uses the daggers made by his best friend Wolfie. The two have even gone on a few adventures together. Those are stories for another time tho.

The end! 

Love ya Wolfie/ Alessio  sorry it took so long but you’re an amazing friend and I love ya to death bud I hope you enjoy this. <3 hopefully we get to meet in person someday cause I owe you so many hugs bro! 


